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Cardinal, female
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Bird Carvings from the Wild has the elegant female cardinal and other amazing wooden birds. Add some natural charm to your home today. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $48.00

Sales price without tax $48.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Song Birds
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Carving Gallery: Cardinal, female
 

Shore Birds                 

Owls and Other Birds of Prey

Cardinal, female

The female cardinal is a more subtle color than the male with buff-brown upperparts, a
dark face and  wings and tail washed with red. If you spot a male cardinal, the female is
not far away as cardinals mate for life.

 This realistic carving (shown on the right in the photo) is beautifully painted and
measures 7.5 inches from beak to tail, is 4 inches high with an overall height of 8 inches.  
All of our life-sized birds are carved from basswood (a very carvable wood that does not
split and takes paint well), are hand-feathered and hand-painted with acrylics.  They have
glass eyes and metal feet.

 Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

SOLD OUT!  IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE FEMALE CARDINAL
IS AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected
from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getEleme
ntById('cloak0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a').innerHTML = ''; var
prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addy0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a = 'INFO' + '@';
addy0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a =
addy0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_text0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak0b8bd
aa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a').innerHTML +=
''+addy_text0b8bdaa065982036f10e6f1993adba9a+''; .

 

 

View cardinal male
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Reviews

Wednesday, 10 April 2013 

Colors on this bird are true to nature. I actually have the male and female pair of these carved birds and they look great together. 

Michelle freshour  
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